Familial renal carcinoma: clinical evaluation, clinical subtypes and risk of renal carcinoma development.
Familial renal carcinoma is defined as families with 2 or more individuals with renal cell carcinoma without evidence of known hereditary renal carcinoma syndromes. To better characterize this familial cancer we reviewed renal carcinoma families evaluated at the National Cancer Institute between 1990 and 2004 to identify distinctive features of these families. We also determined the risk of renal carcinoma in first-degree relatives of affected family members. We evaluated 141 at risk asymptomatic relatives of affected individuals from 50 families with 2 or more members with renal carcinoma. Histology slides of renal tumors from affected family members were reviewed. At risk members from renal carcinoma families were screened for occult renal neoplasms by renal ultrasound and computerized tomography. DNA from select families was tested for germline mutations of known renal carcinoma genes when clinically indicated and constitutional cytogenetic analysis was performed to search for germline chromosome alterations. Familial renal carcinoma families could be subdivided into subtypes based on tumor multiplicity and renal tumor histology. Of 141 at risk members of renal carcinoma families screened for occult renal tumors 2 were found to have occult renal tumors, which were identified as renal oncocytoma and a solid tumor that was not resected, respectively. No histologically confirmed occult renal carcinomas were detected in at risk family members. Several families previously classified as having familial renal carcinoma were found on further evaluation to have hereditary renal cancer syndromes. Familial renal carcinoma is a heterogeneous clinical and pathological entity. Familial renal carcinoma was subdivided into groups based on tumor multiplicity and tumor pathology. The empirical risk of histologically documented renal carcinoma in first-degree relatives who were members of familial renal carcinoma families was less than 1:141. One renal oncocytoma and 1 small solid renal tumor were detected.